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President's Column 
Shannon Hengen (Laurentian University) 

Congress 2001 Plenaries 

Rave on John Donne ... 
Rave on, down through the industrial revolution 
Empiricism, atomic and nuclear ages 
Rave on down through time and space 
Down through the corridors 
Rave on words on printed page 

Van Morrison's tune from the early 1980s, "Rave On, John Donne," whose 
title Judith Herz quoted to end her plenary talk at Congress 2001, echoed 
throughout and since the conference for me. Didn't we all rave on, speak 
with wild enthusiasm, during those four days about what our discipline is and 
can be? Judith Herz's talk displayed excellent scholarship with her usual 
passion and wit and was received warmly by the audience, a young one of 
whom I overheard afterwards saying that the talk was evidence of why it's so 
significant to study older literatures. Not a statement of nostalgia or resigna
tion, the young scholar's response seemed an affirmation of traditional Eng
lish Studies, however revitalized and reshaped they appear--in Morrison's 
song or in any of the many other uses of Donne in the twentieth century. 
That so many modern and contemporary thinkers draw on the seventeenth
century metaphysical poet, and that a scholar of Judith Herz's reputation 
heeds them, together argue eloquently for the place of the English tradition in 
our culture, both popular and high. 

Charles Altieri in his well-attended plenary talk raved about affect, which he 
described as consistent with ideas. Cautioning against adoption of the epis
temic model for our discipline as the only model, one that emphasizes exclu
sively the use-value of studying English, he asked us to consider, for exam
ple, the intensity of feeling of our students' responses to what they read. 
Quoting Spinoza, Charles Altieri also asked us to be active in defense of the 
range of possible responses to texts, beyond the epistemic: passivity, on the 
other hand, said Spinoza, is allowing ourselves to be governed by what is for-
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eign to us. If use-value does not describe all that we believe is important in 
our work, then we should find ways to articulate and promote what that 
model excludes. Unfashionable, the affective response is nevertheless often 
among the most real to our students. . 

The plenary session on The Public Intellectual: The Life and Work of Norman 
Feltes drew a large audience and opened with Len Findlay's introductions 
and then his reading of Terry Eagleton's contribution, since Terry Eagleton 
was detained in Ireland under a chicken pox quarantine. Terry Eagleton's 
characterization of Norman Feltes was as a man whose work was always 
guided by how it would affect, and ideally improve, the lives of his students 
and colleagues and indeed, perhaps especially, those who would never enter 
a university classroom. Norman Feltes's wild enthusiasm for ideas and their 
consequences became clear in Terry Eagleton's paper. Howard Buchbinder 
emphasized Norman Feltes's political commitments, recounting their early 
years together as activists at York University, and their continuing efforts in 
the age of globalization. From Howard Buchbinder's talk the intersections 
between literary studies and disciplines such as economics and political sci
ence in Norman Feltes's thinking became clear. Daphne Read spoke as a 
former student of Norman Feltes's about his deep dedication to his classes, 
his energetic forays into new theoretical fields, and his atypically muted re
sponse to feminism. Barbara Godard referred to his scholarship, which he 
continued to engage in after taking early retirement and while working with 
the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty, and underscored in several ways how 
he is missed by colleagues and friends. His recent books include This Side 
of Heaven: Determining the Donnelly Murders (1999) and Literary Capital 
and the Late Victorian Novel (1993). 

Annual General Meeting 

In a spirit of engaged criticism that Norman Feltes would no doubt have ap
plauded, a dedicated core of ACCUTE members attended the Annual Gen
eral Meeting and entered into a lively discussion with SSHRC Program Offi
cer Craig McNaughton who attended the first half hour of the meeting to re
port on this year's Standard Research Grants competition and to respond to 
questions. Questions he got, from concerned ACCUTE members who in-
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clude a list of recent past pre~idents, each of whom gave clear, impassioned 
advice on the need for SSHRC to place a high value on the work of humanist 
scholars and to negotiate with them to ensure that SSHRC strategic themes, 
for example, enable our best and brightest to participate successfully in grant 
competitions. 

Craig McNaughton presented ACCUTE with a copy of the "Report on the 
Working Group on the Future of the Humanities to the Board of the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada," resulting from the 
Alternative Wor[l]ds: Humanities in 2010 conference held last fall. Its recom
mendations and calls for action underscore many of the statements made 
during the AGM and bear repetition . To paraphrase at some length, the 
Working Group challenges humanist researchers to communicate our schol
arship to the widest possible public audience in "exciting, accessible lan
guage," to convey the significance of our role in shaping civic life and promot
ing "a culture of enquiry" through engagement with problems of immediate 
concern to Canadians; to make ourselves more accessible to diverse audi
ences through use of popular media and participation in public events; to look 
at our curricula with a view to reassessing "the acquisition of knowledge and 
skills development," considering opportunities offered by new information 
technologies and the need to be open to international and interdisciplinary 
perspectives; to exploit new technologies "as transformers of modes of writ
ing" and as a link between humanities and creative arts. 

The Working Group challenges universities to reassess the liberal arts cur
riculum along lines noted above, to ensure that humanities disciplines receive 
a fair share of appointments in processes of faculty renewal; to revise promo
tion and tenure criteria to reward "the value of scholars' public intellectual 
work and outreach activities as well as their use of new media to disseminate 
research results to a wider audience"; to offer new funding to outreach pro
grams; to hire information officers to promote humanities research results to 
a wide audience. 

To SSHRC, in connection with the Standard Research Grants Program, the 
Working Group recommends that peer-review committees give more atten
tion to public intellectual and outreach activities by including on the applica-

_____ _ _ ____ .---l 
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tion form an item on communicating research results beyond the academic 
community; that it recognize in the application form new modes of dissemi
nating research results and criteria for their evaluation; that it "vigorously sus
tain support for traditional disciplinary research" while increasing receptivity 
to interdisciplinary approaches; that it include as allowable expenses on hu
manities research grant applications such costs as design and maintenance 
of Web pages to promote the broadest possible dissemination of humanities 
research; that it provide support for the creation of electronic research tools; 
that it encourage multimedia grant applications. 

Concerning SSHRC's Strategic Programs, the Working Group recommends 
that SSHRC support a SSHRC-Canada Council "interagency Initiative on 
New Technologies"; that it "design strategic theme programs of specific, but 
not exclusive, interest to humanities researchers, with suggested topics in
cluding, but not limited to: (1) Home, Exile and Diaspora"; that it write pro
gram descriptions from perspectives that welcome humanities researchers, 
and ensure that humanities researchers are on Strategic Theme Selection 
Committees; that it continue to facilitate humanities research across univer
sity-community lines; that it "develop time-limited programs that provide 
grants to groups of humanities researchers to develop collaborative and/or 
interdisciplinary proposals." 

Valuing the work of the public intellectual, and generally making our work 
more public, appear as recurrent ideas in this report. The ACCUTE meetings 
at Congress 2001 showed signs that both of those ideas fit what ACCUTE 
members are already doing and doing well. 

Changes to the Executive 

Please see President-Elect Neil Besner's column in this newsletter. Wel
come and congratulations to Neil and to the other newly-elected ACCUTE 
executive members: Miriam Nichols, Member-at-Large; Steven Bruhm, Mem
ber-at-Large; Sherry Doyle, Graduate Student Representative; Keith Wilson, 
President of CACE. You'll be hearing from them in these pages anon. Once 
more, thank you on behalf of ACCUTE to outgoing executive members Mary 
Griffin, Ron Tetreault, and Stephen Ross. We couldn't carry on without such 
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Events jointly sponsored with our Allied Organizations at this year's Congress 
went well, among the best attended being Debajehmujig Theatre's perform
ance of a Daniel David Moses short story, despite the noisy venue. Next 
year's conference team at University of Toronto is in place and at work; 
thanks and best wishes to Heather Murray, Jill Matus, David Galbraith, 
Donna Bennett, and Russell Brown. 

Congress 2002 has these as its main themes: 
I. Boundaries: Geographies 
II. Boundaries: Genres 
III. Boundaries: Gender. 

Of particular interest to ACCUTE members will be the partiCipation of Toni 
Morrison during Congress, relevant to which we should consider member
organized sessions on Morrison's work, or proposals in response to the gen
eral call. Also of interest will be an invitational festival of medieval European 
saints' plays, including a production of the Digby Mary Magdalene. Dates for 
the ACCUTE meetings next year are Saturday, 25 May through Tuesday, 28 
May, and so begin planning now to attend. Meet your ACCUTE friends from 
the past and take part in shaping ACCUTE's future. In other words, rave on. 

Works Cited 
Morrison, Van. "Rave On, John Donne." Inarliculate Speech of the Heart. 

Warner Bros. Records, 1983. Lyrics at http://www.harbour.sfu.ca/ 
-hayward/van/lyrics/i narticulate. htm I. 

"Report of the Working Group on the Future of the Humanities." SSHRC, 
March 2001 .·www.sshrc.ca. 

Congratulations and thanks to the Congress Secretariat for successful 
meetingsl 
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Secretary-Treasurer's Report for 2000 
Marilyn Orr (Laurentian University) 

As incoming executive we were in the fortunate position of benefitting from 
the wise and careful fiscal management policies of outgoing Secretary-Treasurer, 
Stella Algoo-Baksh and her colleagues at Memorial. The Laurentian executive inher
ited a relatively healthy financial situation, which previous administrations 
(especially Memorial and Dalhousie) had achieved largely by reducing office ex
penses and costs associated with running the organization (notably, replacing the an
nual in-person executive meeting with a conference call, relying on e-mail for most 
business, and reducing grants for travel expenses). Stella deserves enormous credit 
for arresting the erosion of ACCUTE's finances, to the extent ofturning the deficit of 
1998 into a surplus for 1999. 

The outgoing Secretary-Treasurer's report of 1999 identified the two big chal
lenges that we also inherited: the challenges of increasing membership and continu
ing to curb expenses. One suspects that every new administration feels better 
equipped to spend than to save money. Like any administration perhaps, ours must 
conserve resources but also spend them. And the two challenges we face are related, 
of course, in that attracting new members, retaining current members, and winning 
back lapsed members require expenditure. We are making membership a priority for 
the rest of our mandate and will be coordinating a membership drive this summer. 
We received a number of excellent suggestions at the A.G.M. and the Campus Rep
resentatives' meeting, as well as other less formal gatherings, on how to proceed. 
You will be hearing more details soon. In the meantime, in matters financial we have 
tried to follow the model of our predecessors, taking "vigilance" as our operative 
word for the attitude required to maintain ACCUTE's relatively new stability and 
then to improve its health. 

Membership Details 

As you can see from the Membership Table (below), membership numbers 
continue to fall. As the Secretary-Treasurer noted in last year's report, however, the 
figures are somewhat misleading in that the numbers for 1998 included members 
who had not renewed their membership. A purge of "false" members followed, 
which resulted in the "real" numbers of 1999. While the decline in "Regular" mem-
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bership between 2000 and 2001 is not high, there is clearly an alarming decline evi
dent in the ''Underemployed'' category, which shows an almost 50% drop from Janu
ary, 2000, compared with a sharp increase over JanuarY,1999. The problem of declin
ing membership has been a continuing theme of the ACCUTE executive over the 
past four or five years, and it is clearly an issue the organization as a whole needs to 
address. This year, the executive voted to increase regular membership dues by $5.00 
to $80.00-an increase which was approved at the A.G.M.--which is still substantially 
lower than many association fees. 

Category January 1999 January 2000 January 2001 

Regular 494 428 400 

Retired 47 37 36 

Student 229 179 158 

U nderemploved 90 131 73 

Other* 6 

Total 860 775 673 

Travel Policy 

Although we have yet to arrive at a clear sense of our financial situation, 
since many of the expenses of the Conference are still outstanding, we are in the 
process of allocating travel reimbursement funds in accordance with last year's 
model. While expenses continue to increase, SSHRC's travel grant remained stable 
this year at $13,493 .00. The grant came with the stipulation that we give priority to 
students and underemployed members and to members who have not previously re
ceived assistance through this fund, so we are issuing reimbursements for half of 
travel expenses (up to a maximum of$500.00), beginning with these members. 
Please note that SSHRC's funding is designated FOR TRAVEL ONLY (Le., not for 
accommodation, meals, or other expenses). The executive is asking all members to 
follow their example in trying to secure as much funding from their own institutions 
as possible. 
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The statement presented here represents a summary of finances under the Me
morial administration as of December 31, 1999, and under the Laurentian administra
tion as of December 31, 2000. (The transfer occurred over the summer, with the last 
account being officially closed as of October 1,2000). The balance in ACCUTE's 
account at the beginning of 2000 was $30,350.94; at the end of the year the balance 
was $29,592.48. 

Revenue Dec. 31, 1999 Dec. 31, 2000 

Memberships 41,479.81 29,043.72 

SSHRC (Program) 15,510.50 6,342.86 

SSHRC (Travel) 13,493.00 18,390.70 

HSSFC 

Rebate 3,274.69 2,737.04 

Outreach 2,000.00 

Advertising 561.25 175.00 

Other 137.10 

Transferred Funds 9,047.71 19,621.52 

Total 83,366.96 76,765.37 
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Expenses 

ACCUTE Travel 91.52 3,730.47 

SSHRC (Program) 9,167.64 2,525.90 

SSHRC (Travel) 8,585.30 14,648.86 

ESC 2,250.00 

Priestly Prize 500.00 250.00 

Executive 3,096.79 2,052.99 

Conference 3,023.72 1,605.00 

Salary, Benefits 26,968.23 17,529.44 

Honoraria 850.00 1,390.00 

HSSFC 7,527.00 5,018.00 

CACE 

Supplies 1,040.54 

Postage 2,304.32 3,804.46 

Courier 23 .07 

Printing 5,977.11 4,455.25 

TelephonelFax 148.50 

Donations 200.00 

Other 60.00 

Total 71,728.53 58,459.41 

Net Balance 11,638.43 18,305.96 
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In outlining the challenges and difficulties we face in keeping ACCUTE fi
nancially viable, I need to acknowledge at the same time the strong tradition of re
sponsible, committed management, generous personal and financial support, and vi
brant ideas that has characterized the organization. In particular, I am grateful to my 
predecessor, Stella Algoo-Baksh, for the timely, helpful, and gracious way in which 
she has responded to my (many and tedious) inquiries, making the mysterious proc
ess of transference as painless as it has been. Here at Laurentian I must also thank our 
vice-president, academic, Dr. Douglas Parker, and our Dean, Dr. Donald Dennie, for 
their generous financial assistance (including a new computer and an office to house 
it), as well as the provision of course releases for Shannon and me. Our executive as
sistant, Melanie Marttila, and I have also benefitted from the generous and expert 
help of various members of Laurentian's office of Financial Services, especially 
Joanne Goudreault, Carole Chaput, and Lynn Fielding. Several members of our Eng
lish department, particularly our excellent secretary, Kelly Smith, have helped us in 
various crucial ways. And we were delighted to have the skilled and eager assistance 
of our graduate assistant, Julie Spergel, during the school year. For Melanie herself 
thanks do not seem enough to offer for all of the skill and care she invests in order to 
make my job not only possible but also pleasant. 

" .. 7 

-"--------' . __ ... _----r~ . 
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Neil Besner 
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I went to my first ACUTE conference (the single "C" now reads like a 
misspelling and an accusation) in 1981 or 82, in Ottawa. I was a grad stu
dent at UBC. Graduate students seemed less visible then, or perhaps we 
just believed this to be so; I remember walking through an anxious, jobless 
haze that shimmered in the heat rising off the U. of O. parking lots. I remem
ber Terry Goldie chairing a Can. Lit. session, Bill New giving a plenary, Jack 
Hodgins talking about the writing life; dinner at a Chinese restaurant with 
Eva-Marie Kroller, hurried bagels and coffee in the morning with Herb Weil, 
Peter Buitenhuis, and the late Mark Madoff , a hurried introduction to Bar
bara Godard. Ray Mise pointed out Norm Feltes to me: "He is a good per
son." Someone muttered that Gord Teskey was brilliant. I think Judith Herz 
was President. I scanned people's badges, looking for a clue, a cue, or a 
name I knew. I drank too much beer with too many people, who were all, it 
was abundantly clear to me, poised professionals; they attended me solici
tously - John Cooper, Kenna Manos, Bina Freiwald and others, guiding me 
through the warm midnight by the elbows of my ineptitude, walking me back 
across the parking lots to my monastic residence, whence, next morning, 
rumpled as my program, I issued forth. 

That was then. Twenty years and many ACCUTE conferences later, I 
am all too aware of everything that has changed, as all of us are. But this is 
not the time to recite the rites of our gathering sorrows -- which are real, to 
be sure, and demand our attention. For now, I am simply excited at the pros
pect of working with so many colleagues that I know and more that I don't to 
do whatever we can, on every front, to sustain and develop everything that 
ACCUTE is and does. 

For the last three 'Neeks, I have been eavesdropping on the email ex
changes of the current executive. I knew that they worked hard; I did not 
know how hard. I admired their commitment to ACCUTE and the discipline 
before; I admire it much more now. 

Because I fear that future columns might be drear and dire, let this 
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one be brief. Congratulations to everyone who organized the conference in 
Laval. Reading through the program from far away, I marked all the sessions I 

I would have attended, noted the speakers I wanted to hear: the screen bris- . 
tied in front of me with a tumultuous plenitude. That much has not changed; , I 

am sure those were days rich with talk, text, intrigue, ideas. , look forward to I 

next year in Toronto. 

To all ACCUTE members, best wishes for a warm and productive 
summer. 

---------------------------------------~. 

******************************************* 
* * : F. E. L. Priestley Prize Winner : 
: 2000 : 
* * * * * * * * : Adrienne Kertzer : 
* * : University of Calgary : 
* * : "Fugitive Pieces: Listening as : 
* * : a Holocaust Survivor's Child" : 
* * : ESC 26.2 (June 2000) ! 
* * * * * * * * * * * * ******************************************* 
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Anile Bailey (University of West
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by simultaneously revealing and 
coming to grips with the systemic 
discrimination against part-timers 
in English departments. We need 

At this year's conference, to cultivate a new culture of re-
we succeeded in bringing some of spect within the academy in order 
the concerns of part-time and ses- to take advantage of the enormous 
sional faculty to the attention of the skills and commitment of part-time 
general ACCUTE membership in a faculty and also to encourage the 
couple of ways. First, I was in- active engagement of full-time fac-
vited (as your representative) to ulty in our fight for better pay and 
address CACE (the Canadian working conditions. 
Assoc. of Chairs of English) the Second, I chaired a panel at 
day before ACCUTE began. This ACCUTE called "Depending on 
invitation, I think, suggests that Part-time Labour" in which we 
English departments are starting to heard from three speakers who 
realize that their reliance upon in- gave us quite distinct perspectives 
creasing numbers of part-time fac- on our situation. Paul Stevens, 
ulty is not just a temporary stop- who has been conducting the 
gap during a period of budgetary CACEI ACCUTE Hiring Survey 
woes. I also think the invitation for the last three years, reported to 
indicates a growing sympathy us some of the findings of that sur-
within full-time faculty for their vey. Since all of these results are 
part-time colleagues who are often published in this newsletter, I will 
as qualified and productive as they not rehearse them here, except to 
are but who are treated as second- give you some highlights and some 
class citizens within our profes- reason for hope. According to the 
sion. In my paper, I spoke about survey, there seems to be a signifi-
the need to make the work and cant increase in tenure-track posi-
value of part-time faculty visible tions. In the first ten years covered 

by the survey, 309 candidates were 
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hired, while in the last three years, part-time faculty are grossly inade-
142 candidates have been hired, quate, Vicky argued that part-
suggesting that each year more and timers should take more proactive 
more people are finding full-time approaches to improving our own 
employment. However, we are situation either through unioniza
still far from achieving a satisfac- tion or through active promotion of 
tory ratio between the number of our work or both. Working within 
PhDs earned and the number of a system which perpetually makes 
full-time academic positions. We our labour and presence invisible, 
also heard from Allan Weiss, a trying to be seen can sometimes be 
contract faculty member from York an enormous struggle, especially 
University, who both informed us when we fear reprisal or contempt 
of the impact of the York strike on should we scream too loudly. 
contract faculty and outlined his However, I must tell you that there 
own predicament as a part-timer in was significant support and sympa
York)s quickly dwindling ranks of thy from several full-time faculty 
contract faculty in the English de- who attended the session, and to 
partment, where they have opted to fall back on an old cliche, I really 
cut contract faculty rather than believe that we have nothing to 
graduate teaching assistants (who fear (from our full-time colleagues) 
are assigned to teach courses com- except fear itself. 
pletely on their own). Then, Vicky As a first step towards mak-
Smallman, from CAUT, spoke ing our work visible, the Sessional 
about various ways in which we Caucus of ACCUTE voted to en-
could raise the awareness of both dorse a North American-wide cam
full-time faculty and the general paign being supported by CAUT 
public about who part-time faculty that aims to educate the academy 
are and what we contribute to the and general public about the ineq
life of the university. While re- uity which exists between full-time 
maining acutely aware of how the and part-time faculty. The week of 
working conditions and pay of October 28th to November 4th has 
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been declared "Fair Employment the governor who then ear~marked 
Week." During this week, part- government funds specifically for 
time and sessional faculty across raising the wages of part-time in-
North America will be doing structors. Some of their tactics in-
something to raise our profile and eluded printing "Part-time dollar 
to call attention to our low pay and bills" which were worth 37 cents in 
poor working conditions. This comparison to a "Full-time dollar." 
"something" can take any form: a They made buttons with TBA 
poster campaign, flyers that list the crossed out, symbolizing our desire 
names and accomplishments of to have our names on syllabi, not 
part-time faculty in your depart- just the "To Be Announced" acro-
ment, a wine-and-cheese in honour nym. They even had a mascot who 
of PT faculty, colloquia in which moved from campus to campus. 
part-timers share their research or Clearly "Fair Employment Week" 
teaching interests, and so forth. will be more ad hoc and local in its 
What you do in your department approach, but ACCUTE and 
will be entirely up to you, but I en- CAUT are willing help in any way. 
courage you to start thinking about If you have an idea that could be 
what you might do now so that the used on all campuses, please let me 
week doesn't just simply slip by, know and I'll do what I can to 
and with it, your chance to call at- make it happen. 
tention to the important work you ACCUTE does have one 
do within the academy. You may plan in place already. As I've 
wish to join with PT faculty in mentioned before, ACCUTE will 
other departments on your campus be conducting a survey of Part-
to do something bigger. A week time Hiring Practices and Working 
like this can really make a differ- Conditions in order to supply us 
ence. Community colleges in Cali- with badly needed statistics to sup
fornia rallied together for a similar port our various calls for improve-
week of campaigning and suc- ment. We have decided to send out 
ceeded in getting the attention of the surveys to coincide with "Fair 
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Employment Week" in hopes that 
the events of that week will dem
onstrate the urgency of our situa
tion and encourage departments to 
respond to "yet another" survey. 
Please remind your chair about the 
importance of collecting this data. 
We will also be conducting a mem
bership drive for part-time and ses
sional faculty during this week, 
hoping that ACCUTE's endorse
ment of the movement will demon
strate some of the benefits of join
ing our organization. 

I had a busy week in Quebec 
City, but as you can see, there were 
many promising developments. 
We are at the beginning of a long 
struggle, but I cannot emphasize 
enough how important it is for US, 

Marttila at 
accute@nickel.laurentian.ca and 
let her know you'd like to join the 
sessional group. Email me if you 
have any concerns or ideas: abai
ley@uwo.ca. 

. / 

----.. --.--~ 

art-time and sessional facultyJo _ 
speak out, to band together, in or-
der to make real and important 
changes-if not for ourselves, for 
the many future academics who 
will either choose or accept this 
way of being in the academy. If 
you haven't already done so, 
please join the ACCUTE sessional 
online discussion group; all you 
need to do is contact Melanie 



Column of the President of the Graduate Student Caucus 
Stephen Ross (Queen's University) 
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I'm happy to report that the Congress was a great success, especially from the gradu
ate student perspective. Our session with SSHRC on the post-doctoral fellowship 
program was particularly enlightening, and we would like to thank Maynard Collins 
for representing SSHRC at the session. Maynard stepped in when Carole Ann Mur
phy couldn't make it, and attempted to answer our questions even though the post
doctoral fellowships program is not his area of specialisation. 

The meeting of the Graduate Student Caucus was also successful: it was much better 
attended than last year's meeting, and we were able to elect new officers to our ex
ecutive. Sherry Doyle (Memorial) is taking over as the President of the GSC, Kathe
rine Verhagen is taking over as the graduate representative on the Committee for 
Professional Concerns, and Linda Morra (Ottawa) is our new Secretary and web-site 
manager. I'm sure all three will do a terrific job, and have every confidence that they 
will complement the already outstanding members of the executive. 

One of the biggest features of the GSC's participation in this year's Congress in
volved the announcement that our survey of graduate programmes in English is now 
complete. We would like to thank the various department heads, chairs, graduate 
chairs, and departmental assistants who took the time and energy to fill out the sur
vey. In what follows below I will otTer some of the results of the survey and a brief 
consideration of what conclusions we can draw from it. The full results of the survey 
will be posted on the GSC's web site as soon as possible. It is linked otT ACCUTE's 
web-site ( www.laurentian.ca/accute ). 

Twelve schools with programmes in both the Ph.D. and the M.A. responded to our 
survey, while only five schools with M.A. programmes responded. As a result, the 
results for the M.A. only schools are insufficient to merit reporting, and I will restrict 
my summary to the Ph.D. and M.A. granting institutions' responses. The number of 
Ph.D. and M.A. granting institutions responding to the survey may also seem low, 
but I ask you to keep in mind that they represent not twelve of all the schools in Can
ada, but twelve of the significantly smaller number of Ph.D.-granting institutions. 
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Surve~ Results for In~titutions Granting both M.A, and Ph.D. Degrees: 
Categol]/Question Average Median 
DeQartmental Overview: 

Tuition $3856 $4068 

Total # of Students MA-36 1 PhD-39 MA-33.5 1 PhD-31 

Student intake l)Cr year MA-24 1 PhD-8 MA-20 1 PhD-5 

Avg. time to completion MA (111esis) - 20 MA (Thesis) - 24 
(months) MA (course) - 201 PhD-60 MA (Course) - 141 PhD-62 

Max. time allowed MA-481 PhD-84 MA-481 PhD-72 
(months) 

% of students who finish MA-89 1 PhD-81 MA-94.51 PhD-70 

% who finish in stated avg. MA-76 1 PhD-60 MA-90 1 PhD-70 
time to completion (above) 

# of post-docs won by PhD 3 2.5 
recipients in last 5 years 

# of tenure-track jobs won 9 4 
by PhD ree. in last 5 years 

# of contract jobs won by 9 8 
PhD rec. In last 5 years 

Funding and SUQQort: 

Basic funding package per MA-$54361 PhD-$10605 MA-$6000 1 PhD-$t2000 
annum 

Avg. # of yrs PhD funding 4 4 

% of student funded MA-51 1 PhD-95 MA-40 1 PhD-tOO 

% of Inst. that fund PhD 58% 
cando beyond yr 4 

Avg. award to PhD cando $4850 $4850 
Beyond yr4 

Financial aid for profes- $536/year $500/year 
sional development 

% of depts. offering PD as 54% 
part of programme 
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% of depts. offering PD 46% 
eltra-curricularly 

% of depts. offering ineen- 83% 
tives for eleellenee 

% of depts. running grad. 42% 
Students conferences 

% of depts. running a 25% 
grad. Student journal 

TAshiQs: 

Avg. # of TAships per year .MA-121 PhD-21 MA-71 PhD--17.25 

Salary MA-$5199 I PhD--$7372 MA-$5636I PhD-$7200 

Salaries indexed to tuition 16.5% of the time 

T As unionized 37.5% of the time 

T As run seminars 92% of the time 

If yes, # per week 2 1.25 

TAslecture 92% of the time 

If yes, # per year 2 1.5 

If yes, length of lecture 64 minutes 60 minutes 

Avg. # of papers in mark- 47 35 
Ing set 

Avg. length of each assign- 1377 words 1000 words 
ment 

Teaching: 

PhDs design & teach 75% of the time 
courses 

If yes, avg. duration of 5.6 months 4 months 
such assignments 

# of times such assign- 2.3 times 2.25 times 
ments given each student 

Avg. salary for such as- $6640 $5724 
slgnments 
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Comprehensive/Qualifying Exams: 

# of times qual. exams 
may be attempted 

Avg. # of times needed to 
pass 

lst year In which attempt 
can be made 

2 2 

2 2 

Again, all the numbers given above are averages and medians; in some cases 
they represent a slightly skewed version of the data. For example, in the cate
gory of tuition fees, the average and median are misleadingly low because of 
two factors: 1) Quebec institutions reported only in-province tuition fees and 
not the differential fees paid by out-of-province students and 2) the recent 
five-year tuition freeze in B.C. has kept tuition fees there much lower than in 
the rest of the country - though with the recent change of government, I sus
pect that will change rapidly. For a full version of the survey, including indi
vidualised responses (without the names of the responding institutions), please 
visit the GSC web site. 

In terms of conclusions to be drawn from the survey results, I would note that 
while practices regarding comprehensive examinations seem to be more or 
less consistent across the country (with the only real variation being in 
whether multiple exams are given all at once or at an interval of several 
months), practices regarding Teaching Assistants vary radically. The respon
sibilities given them and the compensation they receive are vastly disparate 
from institution to institution. In particular, the use ofTAs to run seminars 
and to teach full courses throughout their Ph.D. programmes is alarming, as it 
works in tandem with the increased reliance on part-time and sessional faculty 
to drive down the demand for full-time and tenure-track professors. 

This additional workload takes on an even more worrying aspect when we 
consider that the average student is funded for only four years of a progranune 
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that takes an average of five years to complete (the median is slightly higher, 
as indicated above). It becomes more disturbing still when we recognise that 
only 60% of Ph.D. candidates finish within the average time to completion. 
This indicates that even fewer fmish within the fully funded four-year period. 
Moreover, only 58% of the respondents make provisions for those candidates 
who take longer than the average time (already a year longer than the funded 
time) to complete their degrees. The average award provided in these circum
stances is only $4850. This gap stands out conspicuously among the survey 
results, and requires attention immediately if we are not to see increasing num
bers of Ph,D. candidates drop out of their programmes just as they near com
pletion because they cannot afford to go on. 

*** 
I have truly enjoyed serving as the President of the GSC and graduate student 
representative to the ACCUTE executive this year. Thanks to everyone who 
helped make my job easier this past year, and again to all those who helped 
make our survey such a success. 

.::~ 

___________________________ . __________________ -r~~ 
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Report from the Representa
tive to the HSSFC 
June 2001 
Noreen Golfman (Memorial University 
of Newfoundland) 

gress events, especially the 60th anni
versary of the Aid to Scholarly Publi
cations Program and a celebratory 
dinner hosted by HSSFC President 
Patricia Clements at which this year's 
happy book winners were in atten-

For those of you who have recently d~nce. The liv~ly dinner was some· 
returned from the Congress in Que- th.lng of a Who s Who of our world -
bec City you know that the Federation with S~HRC President Marc Renaud, 
was alive and visible, if panting from Canadian/Quebec publishers, au· 
overwork. I have already thanked the thors, the Rector of Laval, Federation 
staff of the Federation personally for Boar.d members, and civil servants 
all their hard work in ensuring a ru~blng shoulders and sharing rubber 
smooth set of meetings, but I wish to chicken. 
use this more public space to ac-
knowledge their devotion and good It is pro.bably a sign of the increasing 
work on behalf of ACCUTE and all the good will generated by the Federation 
federated associations. I tend to think that after a heated debate following 
of the planning of the Congress as the from the raising of annual fees (see 
equivalent of staging about four wed. December 2000 ACCUTE newslet
dings in the same week. Most people ter), not a peep of dissent was heard 
only have to make such large-scaled at the Congress about the hike. At its 
arrangements once in a lifetime. The AGM, ACCUTE joined other associa
staff at the Federation charges tions in quietly moving to raise annual 
through the heavy details every year dues in keeping with the Federation's 
and in a different place each time. ' agenda. Hallelujah, and pass the hat. 
They endure a lot of complaints -. 
mostly trivia·· and never enough 
thanks. Next time you see Louise 
Roberts, Paul Ledwell, Jacqueline 
Wright, Irene Sullivan, or Douglas 
Lauriault give them a hug - whether 
they want it or not. 

This year the work of the Federation 
itself was also well profiled in Con-

I think the best way to summarize that 
agenda is to quote directly from the 
summary of Patricia Clement's report 
to the Federation itself, following from 
the Board of Directors' meeting in 
March: 

In her report, Patricia Clements spoke of 
the need to look at strategic responses to 
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the current environment We are enter- our disciplines. This issue is central to 
ing on a period of major change in our the Federation's lobbying message. 
disciplines and in our universities. The Moreover, in the Federation, we must 
number of students in the humanities work to ensure that the new generation 
and social sciences, already representing of social scientists and humanists has 
by far the largest proportion of teaching and participates fully in the scholarly in
done in Canadian universities, will in- frastructure that is represented by the 
crease sharply in the comingfew years. associations. The President concluded 
Our disciplines have been disproportion- that this moment of very dramatic 
ately drained of resources in the period change in our universities requires the 
of budget cuts, and the level of support independent voice of Qur disciplines -
available for the social sciences and hu- the voice of the Federation - to be clear 
manities research council is painfully and strong. 
inadequate. In all of our decisions, in 
the universities and in the Federation, In view of the above, and typical of 
we need to bear in mind this fact: that Pat Clements' energetic style, she 
the universities' health, the health of has struck a Task Force to develop a 
higher education in Canada, will depend Strategic Plan for the Federation. I 
on an adequate and timely plan for now sit on that committee (it is almost 
meeting the needs of our disciplines. impossible to resist her invitations to 
Statistics compiled by the AVeC indicate work work work), and will be drawing 
clearly that our needfor staf/will be on ACCUTE's own talent and re-
acute in the next decade, that our ability sources this summer as we sketch a 
to supply that need based on current pro- fresh map for the Federation. I am 
duction of PhD graduates is inadequate. sure I will have more to say about this 
Moreover, a very extensive turnover of plan in the September newsletter, but 
academic staff in our disciplines means at this time I welcome any input from 
that the research allocation to SSHRC members who are dealing creatively 
needs to be at the top of the govern- with ways of claiming some space in 
ment's priorities. Major federal initia- the exclusive CIHR-CFllandscape at 
tives such as the CFI, the CIHRs and the your own universities and colleges. 
CRCs are directed primarily at bio- Note, too, that SSHRC has invited our 
medical and engineering disciplines. In community of humanists and social 
spite of the increase in SSHRC's budget, scientists to suggest new Strategic 
it is still not adequate to meet the needs Themes for the next round of re-
of researchers and graduate students in search funding. Several ACCUTE 
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members have already responded to 
this call with a variety of creative sug
gestions. The Federation has a sig
nificant role to play in the determina
tion of these themes, as it throws its 
weight behind proposals that speak to 
the kind of writing and research we 
actually do, not the kind we have to 
accommodate ourselves to do. 

I hope to be in touch with many of you 
over the next few months, as the Task 
Force winds up. Until then, have a 
good summer. 

.' 
--------------------~/~ 

,.' 



The Committee for Professional Concerns Report 
Mary K. Griffin (Kwantlen UC) 
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I trust you will forgive me as I begin this my last report as chair of the CPC if on be
half of the committee I take some pride in the fact that both recently at Laval and last 
year in Edmonton our panels drew a lot of interest and generated important and on
going discussion. Scheduling problems prevented us meeting as a committee at La
val; however, we were able to discuss the following suggestions for next year's pan
els with each other and with other members of ACCUTE: 

The ethics of vetting 
Academic Dishonesty 
Just how political should ACCUTE be and what avenues should ACCUTE establish 
for political action? 
Revisiting Gender issues. 

If you have any other suggestions, I am sure the incoming chair Miriam Nichols and 
the new committee will be happy to receive them. 

Obviously, these suggestions and the energetic responses to our previous panels re
veal we do feel our profession to be under considerable stress. While I would argue 
that probably the most pressing concern is the situation of non-regular faculty, I 
don't intend to say that much about it here because I know Anne Bailey will continue 
to keep our attention focussed on this issue. Suffice it to say, I do ask that if you are 
asked to participate in the forthcoming survey being drafted by non-regular faculty, 
you will take the time to respond The whole situation of the non-tenure track faculty 
member (non-regular in the colleges) is one of the most immediately noticeable 
symptoms of a very distressing malaise. 

In a way, as I see it, many of the pressures faced by our profession come from the 
fact that most of us work in government-funded institutions, and governments are not 
necessarily driven by an understanding of the value of the humanities. Therefore, 
many if not all the pressures on curriculum and working conditions are driven by a 
concern for accounting for shrinking budgets. Some of us are forced into participat
ing in this accounting. We, therefore, redesign course offerings, assign work to part
time faculty, exploit graduate students, and so on, not with the intention of shrinking 
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our departments or exploiting colleagues but from a desire to keep what little we can 
of what we believe in. We struggle to manipulate language to convince those who 
see the world in terms of "key performance indicators" and "outcomes-based curric
ula" that our outcomes are worthwhile and our students "successful." 

Last year, at a retirement ceremony for a colleague in the fine arts department at my 
institution, I listened to a senior administrator assure those of us who taught in the 
Humanities area that we were a "valued resource." Many of those present afterwards 
expressed wry amusement to outright disgust at the sense of our being described as 
something to be exploited, a commodity to be used . Yet, of course, we live in and 
are trying to deal with a world that increasingly defines knowledge as discrete skills 
and commodities to be marketed to specific targets. It is this situation that is ulti
mately our most pressing professional concern. 

In other words, in many ways, those of us in English Studies are at odds with the 
world we live in. The big challenge is to find the appropriate avenues to endeavour 
to change that world. Listening to the speakers at our recent CPC panels and at the 
Feltes Plenary, I felt very strongly that we do need to take some kind of action. How 
do we convince our colleagues, neighbours, politicians that the world should be 
changed? What can ACCUTE as an organization, and the only one that speaks spe
cifically for teachers of English in Canada's colleges and universities, do to deal not 
only with the devaluation of the Humanities but by extension with societal devalua
tion of the human? 

That's enough politics and perhaps naive idealism for now, though I would like to 
express the idealistic wish that somehow, from somewhere, we could find the funds 
to produce something similar to the MLA's Profession at least once in a while. 

I want to thank all those who served as members or observers of the committee over 
the past two years-Anne Bailey, Shelley Hulan, Lisa Ward Mather, Lorne Mac
donald, Karen Manarin, Miriam Nichols, Anne Quema, Gillian Siddall, and Keith 
Wilson--for their energy and helpful comments. I must also thank Mervyn Nichol
son for his insight and guidance when I first took over from him. 

I will finish this report by commenting upon how I have appreciated this opportunity 
to chair the committee, to wish Miriam and the new committee all success in the next 
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two years, and to thank the ACCUTE executive assistants both at Memorial and 
Laurentian for their patience, especially when it came to my meeting deadlines for 
the newsletter. Melanie is waiting for this now, so this is really the end. 

':? 

------.--... - .. --,---~;.--' . 
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CACE/ACCUTE HIRING SURVEY 2000-01 
Prepared by Paul Stevens (Queen's) 

Background: 

In 1996 many doctoral candidates became increasingly alarmed by ru
mors that most tenure-track jobs annually advertized in English in Canada 
were going to candidates (whether Canadian or not) who held Ph.D. degrees 
from non-Canadian universities. In order to determine if there was any sub
stance to these rumors, ACCUTE commissioned Professor Heather Murray 
(Toronto) to conduct a systematic survey of hiring in Canada over the previ
ous 10 years (1987 -97). The Murray Report (A CCUTE Newsletter [Summer 
1998]) established that over the ten-year period under investigation only 36% 
of tenure-track positions had in fact gone to candidates with non-Canadian 
Ph.D.s and only 3% of those candidates were non-Canadians. As a result of 
the valuable information produced by the Murray Report on this issue and 
others, ACCUTE and CACE decided to institute an annual survey of hiring in 
English in Canada. The first annual survey (1998-99) was published two 
years ago (ACCUTE Newsletter [June 1999]). Here is the third. 

General: 

N.B. Last year's figures are Included in square brackets. Cumula
tive figures for hiring in tenure-track/tenured positions over 1987-97 and 
1998-2001 appear in table 4. 

Of the 72 institutions currently registered as members of CACE, 49 
[51] responded to the survey. 37 [47] of the responding institutions conducted 
job searches this year for either tenured/tenure-track positions or contractu
ally limited apPointments, or both (see table 1). Though far from complete, 
the survey does allow us to construct some kind of picture of this year's job 
market in English in Canada. 

(1) Tenured/Tenure-Track Positions (see table 2): 

General: 59 [69] positions were advertised or created by converting 
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temporary full-time positions into permanent ones; 46 [55] were filled; 4 [6] 
searches are ongoing; 6 [8] searches were closed without an appointment 
being made; 3 [1] positions had their funding withdrawn. 

Gender: Of the 46 candidates appointed 15 (33%) were women [33 
(60%)]; and 31 (67%) men [22 (40%)]. 

Citizenship: 43 (94%) [53 (96%)] were Canadian citizens/landed im
migrants; 2 (4%) were US citizens [2 (4%)]; and 1 (2%) was a New Zealand 
citizen. 

Doctorates: 32 (70%) [34 (62%)] held doctorates from Canadian uni
versities; 12 (26%)US [14 (26%)]; and 2 (4%) UK [6 (11 %)). 

Current Professional Status of Appointees: 3 [2] were tenured; 4 
[7] tenure-track; 39 [46] new appointees (among whom 9 [5] held postdoc
toral fellowships and 13 [15] CL TAs). 

Visible Minorities: 2 (4%) were identified as members of visible mi
norities. 

Applicant Pools: The size and constitution of applicant pools listed in 
table 2 should be used with caution. Figures vary considerably for a number 
of reasons. While some variations are explained by factors intrinsic to the 
particular search, such as field, timing or wording of advertisement, etc., oth
ers are explained by responses to the survey itself, such as respondents of
fering only rough estimates, or defining "eligible candidate" differently. While 
some respondents reported all applications received, others reported (as they 
were requested) only those applications by Canadians in the appropriate 
field. Having said this, for the third year many of the pools seem remarkably 
low. 

The introduction of a new category for members of visible minorities 
produced little information about their numbers in applicant pools. Only 2 of 
the 37 responding institutions were able to produce figures. The consensus 
view at CACE was that we should continue this category but only figures from 
those institutions which have carried out formal self-identification exercises 
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should be admissible. 

(2) Contractually Limited Term Appointments (see table 3): 

N.B. By Contractually Limited Term Appointments we mean non
tenure-track/tenured appointments that are not paid on a simple course 
by course basis, but are paid by annual or term salary (minimum of 8 
months) with at least some benefits. 

General: 36 [36] new positions were advertized; 26 [32] were filled; 10 
[4] searches are ongoing. 

men. 
Gender: Of the 26 candidates appOinted 16 [17] were women; 10 [15] 

Citizenship: All 26 [32] were Canadian. 

Doctorates: 20 [27] Canadian (2 Canadian MAs); 3 US; 1 UK. 
Visible Minorities: 1 candidate 

(3) Full-time Faculty and Adjunct Complements: 

Of the 39 [42] departments responding to this part of the survey, 25 
[24] indicated that they were able to maintain their present strength; 2 [10] in
dicated that overall their faculty complement was contracting; 11 [8] indicated 
that overall their faculty complement was expanding: 1 indicated that the 
CLTA complement was expanding at the expense of tenure-track/tenured. By 
expansion respondents usually meant recovery, that is, marginal expansion 
after fairly drastic contraction over the last 5 years. 

Although the ratio between tenure-track/tenured faculty, on the one 
hand, and non-tenure-track/tenured, on the other, remains fairly constant, it is 
matter of deep concern that so many university teachers in English are hired 
on a course by course basis with very few benefits. Of the 39 responding de
partments the ratio between (a) tenured/tenure-track faculty, (b) CL TAs, and 
(c) sessional instructors was 55% (811 members), 7% (107 members), 38% 
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(444 members) respectively. 

(4) Ph.D. Programs: 

13 institutions took part in this part of the survey; they reported admit
ting 97 candidates to their Ph.D. programs, graduating 63, and placing 34 in 
tenure-track positions and 20 in CL TAs. 

N.B. While placement reporting was more accurate this year, the gen
eral value of this part of the survey is limited by the fact that 6 Ph.D. granting 
institutions did not respond. 

(6) Observations (see table 4): 

The market continues its expansion, If not at the dramatic rate of 
last year. Over the last three years there have been 183.6 tenure-track! 
tenured Job searches and 146 positions have been filled - probably 
more. This should be compared with the ten-year period 1987-97 when 
only 309 tenure-track!tenured positions were filled. 

Many of the trends identified in the Murray Report on tenured/tenure
track hiring over the ten-year period 1987-97, and confirmed in the hirings for 
1998-99 and 1999-2000 appear to be continuing. The one big difference 
this year was in the ratio of men to women hired. 

(a) Gender: In the Murray Report the ratio of men to women hired into 
tenure-track/tenured positions was 43% to 57%; Murray wondered if this rela
tively strong showing by women was a IIblip." Over the last two years the ratio 
has been 34% to 66%, and 40% to 60%. This year, however, the pattern was 
reversed - 67% to 33%. 

(b) Citizenship: In the Murray Report only 3% of new appointees (11 
out of 309) were non-Canadians. Last year 4% (2 out of 55) were non
Canadians; this year 5% (3 out of 46). 
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(c) Source of Ph.D.: In the Murray Report the ratio of Canadian to 
non-Canadian Ph.D.s for successful applicants was 64% to 36%. Last year it 
was 62% to 38%; this year 70% to 30%. It needs to be emphasized that no 
one Ph.D.-granting institution dominates either the Canadian or non
Canadian source of doctorates for successful applicants. The spread contin
ues to be wide (46 appointees held Ph.D.s from 24 different institutions). 

(d) Post-doctoral fellowships: In the Murray Report 14% of new ap
pointees (44 out of 309) held pdfs at the time of appointment. This year's fig
ure is 19% (9 out of 46). 

(e) Visible minorities: 2 out of 46 (4%) hi rings in tenure-track/tenured 
positions went to members of visible minorities. 

(f) Fields: In her report Murray noted "the degree to which hirings con
tinue in the 'traditional' historical and national fields." This shows no sign of 
abating: of the 59 tenured/tenure-track positions advertized 36 (61 %) were in 
historical/national fields and 23 (39%) other fields. 

*=CLTA search 

Acadia*** 
Alberta** 
Bishop's* 
Brandon 
Brescia** 
UBC** 
Brock** 
Calgary** 
UCCB** 
Carleton** 
Concordia** 

TABLE 1: 
RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS (49) 

**=TenuredfTenure-Track Search ***=both 

Mount St. Vincent 
Nipissing* 
College of North Atlantic 
UNBC*** 
UNB (Fredricton)** 
Ottawa*** 
UPEI 
Queen's** 
Red Deer * 
Regina 



Dalhousie 
Guelph 
King's (Western) 
Laurentian 
Lethbridge*** 
McGill** 
McMaster*** 
Memorial (St. John's)** 
Memorial (Corner Brook)** 
Moncton** 

Montreal·· 
Mount Allison·· 
Mount Royal College··· 

RMC 
Saskatchewan· 
St. Francis Xavier· 
St. Jerome's (Waterloo)** 
St. Mary's *** 
St. Thomas··* 
St. Thomas More·· 
Toronto·*· 
Trent*·· 
Victoria*** 
Waterloo·· 
Western*· 
WLU 
Windsor··· 
York·* 

TABLE 2: 
TENUREDJTENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 2000-01 (69) 

.= Temporary position converted into tenure-track/permanent position 

.*= Second-tier/international search 
***= Hiring pool figure shared with one or more other positions 
V=Visible minority candidate 

FIELD CANDIDATE HIRING POOL 
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Gender/Citizenship/Doctorate Total/M: F /Can: Non-Can 
Ph.D.Nis.Min. :Others 

(1) Medieval 
(2) Medieval 
(3) Medieval 
(4) Medieval/Anglo-Saxon 

(5) Medieval/Gender/Poco 

M/Can/UK (Wales) 
F/Can/US (Notre Dame) 
M/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 

F/Can/Can 

14/7:71?1? 

31/14:17/23:81? 
**·32/14: 18/30:21? 

[w/1 other posr't] 
63/20: 431?1? 
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(6) Shakespeare 
(7) 16th-C. Non-Dram. 
(8) 16th_ & 1 ih-Century 
(9) Renaissance Non-Dram. 
(10) Renaissance Non-Dram. 
(11) Renaissance 
(12) 1ih-Century 
(13) 18th_ Century 
(14) 18th_C. Fiction** 
(15) 18th-C.lRomantics 
(16) 19th-Century 
( 17) 19th-Brit. Lit. &Culture 
(18) Victorian 
(19) Victorian 
(20) Victorian 
(21) 20th_C. British 

(22) 20th_C. British 

(23) 20th_C. British 
(24) 20th_C. British/lrish 
(25) Modern British/lrish 
(26) Modern Brit. & Cult. Theory 
(27) Modern American 
(28) 20th_C. American/PoMo* 
(29) American 
(30) American 
(31) American** 

(32) American** 

M/Can/Can 
M/Can/US (Berkeley) 
M/Can/US (Penn State) 
M/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
[ongoing] 
M/Can/Can 
M/NZIUS (Penn) 
F/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
M/Can/UK (Oxford) 
[ongoing] 
F/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 

F/Can/Can 

M/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
[funding cut] 
M/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
M/US/US (Stanford) 

[unfilled] 

(33) American FlUS/US (Washington) 
(34) Canadian M/Can/Can 
(35) Canadian (19th-/early 20th-C) F/Can/Can 
(36) Canadian/Creat. Writing) M/Can/Can 
(37) Native Lit.lOther M/Can/Can 

64/35:29/22:4217 
27/16:11/21 :61? 
14/6:81?1? 
161?1?1? 
18111 :7/13:51? 

17/5: 12/12:51? 
60/21 : 391?1? 
2819:19/21 :71? 
21/9: 12/18:31? 
16/6: 1 0/12:41? 

22/11: 11/22;01? 
40/12:28/26:141? 
***1141?158:561? 
[wI 1 other posn] 
***1141?158:561? 
[wI 1 other posn] 
17/5: 12/12:517 
54/34:20/40: 1417 
41/25:16/41 :Ol? 
35/17: 18/35:01? 

29/21 :8/24: 51? 
***143/84: 591? I? 
[wI 1 other posn] 
***143/84:591?1? 
[wI 1 other posn] 

39/21:181717 
23/8: 151?1? 
1718:9/15:212: 15 
9/9:0/7:21? 



(38) Native Lit.lOpen M/Can/Can 
(39) Aboriginal [unfilled] 
(40) Postcolonial V F/Can/Can 
(41) Postcolonial [unfilled] 
(42) PostcoloniallCreat.Writing M/Can/Can 
(43) World [unfilled] 
(44) Contemporary & 20th·C. M/Can/US (Duke) 
(45) Contemporary [unfilled] 
(46) Contemporary F/Can/US (Oregon) 
(47) Modernist (Brit.lAmerican) M/Can/Can 
(48) Modernism/Women [unfilled] 
(49) Cyber Culture** M/Can/US (Penn State) 
(50) Modern Drama M/Can/Can 
(51) Theater M/Can/Can 
(52) Dramal Open VM/Can/Can 
(53) Creative Writing [ongoing] 
(54) Expository Writing [funding cut] 
(55) Engl. Lit. & Lang. Instruction [funding cut] 
(56) Rhetoric & Composition M/Can/US (Berkeley) 
(57) Rhetoric & Composition M/Can/US (Nebraska) 
(58) History of Eng!. Language [ongoing] 
(59) Open (Caribbean Lit.) M/Can/US (Stanford) 

TABLE 3: 
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***30/14: 16/27:31? 

24/11: 13/20:41? 

30/16;141?1? 

28/19:9/22:61? 

46/25:21/36:101? 
54/37: 17/50: 41? 

18/11 :7/1 0:81? 
42/19:23/22:201? 
20/10: 1 0/20:01? 

***30114: 16/27:31? 

13/10:3/9:41? 
3/3:0/2:1/1 :2 

45/28: 171?1? 

CONTRACTUALLY LIMITED TERM POSITIONS 2000·01 (36) 

(1) Early Modern 
(2) Renaissance 
(3) Renaissance 
(4) Renaissance 
(5) Renaissance 
(6) 18th·Century 
(7) 18th -C .IDrama 
(8) RomanticITheory 
(9) Romantic 

M/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 
[ongoing] 
[ongoing] 
F/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
M/Can/Can 
F/Can/Can 

10/4:6/10:01? 

16/10:6/16:01? 

131?1?1? 

514:1/5:010:5 
12/7:5/10:21? 
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(10) Modern Brit.lPoCo [ongoing] 
(11) Modern British M/Can/Can 7/5:2/7:01? 
(12) American F/Can/US (Rutgers) 121?1?1? 
(13) American/Canadian Lit. F/Can/Can 9/6: 3119:01? 
(14) Canadian M/Can/Can 
(15) Canadian [ongoing] 
(16) Cultural St.rrheory V M/Can/Can 6/4:2/5:11? 
(17) Novel [ongoing] 
(18) History of Novel [ongoing] 
(19) Drama [ongoing] 
(20) Modern Drama M/Can/US (Minnesota) 6/4:21?11 :5 
(21) Children's Lit. [ongoing] 
(22) Composition F/Can/No Ph.D. 101?1?1? 
(23) General [ongoing] 
(24) General [ongoing] 
(25) General F/Can/Can ***23/13: 1 0/22: 11? 

[wI 2 other posns] 
(26) General F/Can/Can ***23/13: 1 0/22: 11? 

[wI 2 other posns] 
(27) General M/Can/Can ***23/13: 1 0/22:11? 

[wI 2 other posns] 
(28) General F/Can/Can ***15/7:8/11 :41? 

[wI 1 other posn] 
(29) General F/Can/UK (London) ***15/7:8/11 :41? 

[wI 1 other posn] 
(30) General M/Can/Can 
(31) General M/Can/Can 
(32) General F/Can/Can 
(33) General F/Can/US (Brandeis) 
(34) General F/Can/Can 
(35) General F/Can/Can 
(36) General F/Can/No Ph.D. 
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TABLE 4: 
CUMULATIVE FIGURES FOR TENURE-TRACK/TENURED POSNS 

1987 .. 97, 1998 .. 2001 

Year Searches Posns filled Gender Citizenship Ph.D. Minority Stat 
M:F Can:Non Can:Non Vis.Min:oth 

'87-97: 309 43:57% 97:3% 64:36% 

'97-98: 

'98-99: 55.5 44 34:64% 95:5% 75:25% 

'99-00: 69 55 40:60% 96:4% 62:38% 

'00-01: 59 46 67:33% 94:6% 70:30% 4:96% 

-------------- - - --- - --- - - --- - - ---- ------ --------
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******************** ~:E- "Instructors vary": Twelve sessionals discuss teaching ~:E-
~~ first-year English at the University of Alberta* ~~ 
~:E- Lisa M. Fiander (University of Alberta) * 
~~ All comments below are those of the twelve instructors interviewed * -
~~ and not of the interviewer. ~~ 

~~ (Excerpts from a paper presented at the ACCUTE meetings, May ~:E-

~:E- 2001) . ~:E-

~:E- Note: In the spring of 2001, the author, a PhD student in English at ~:E
~.L the University of Alberta, interviewed twelve sessional instructors and ~tL 
7t' PhD students at the university about their experiences teaching first- 7~ 
~.L year English, generally English 101. English 101 is an introductory ~~ 
~~ English course for students not intending to major in English. The re- ~.L 
7., suits are not meant to be a reflection on anyone university of depart- 71" 

~:E- ment. ~:E-

~:E- A starting point * 
~~ I think in a lot of ways I've resented teaching 101, because as a ~:E-
~:E- graduate student it was my way of getting funding, while I'm still ex- ~:E-
~:E- pected to do my own work, to make progress in my degree. And it ~:E-
~.L seems so unjust to have to teach and still make progress at the speed ~tL 
71" that people who have full scholarships do. The marking and prepara- 7(' 

~:E- tion are just exhausting. I think I've been resentful of that in ways that ~:E-
are not very productive. I would never think that people should not 

~:E- be able to get scholarships, but I do think there is an injustice that the ~:E
~:E- university does not acknowledge. ~~ 

~:E- I found out I'm not eligible for maternity leave because the university ~:E
~:E- says I only work 408 hours a year teaching this one section. I mean, ~~ 
• not even close. The fact that they think that is an indication of just • 

* * ******************** 
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******************** ~:E- how seriously the university takes sessional work. ~:E-

~~ Of course teaching has an important place on our cvs, but I think ~:E-
~:E- even that circulates differently depending on what jobs you're looking * 
~.£ at. It worries me, because if it doesn't matter at this point, why would ~tL 
f' it matter later? If I'm not given the impression now that my teaching is '" 

~:E- really crucial, or if I'm only given that occasionally, why would I expect ~:E-
~~ that to change when I'm out in the job market? ~~ 

~:E- What's good about 1 01 ~:E-

~:~ It's something you value about teaching at any level, being surprised ~:E-
~:E- by your students. It's like a gift. ~:E-

~:E- I like the science students. I like challenging them. They come in ~:E-
~:E- with closed minds and I like to cut that open. Just crack their reserve. ~:E
~.£ They come in and they think there's nothing I can do that will be of in- ~tL 
7", terest to them, and then we talk about science in the Middle Ages, we 7(' 

~:E- talk about science as a constructed discourse. They're surprised. ~:E-

~:E- I like getting all these young 18-year-olds for the first time-maybe I'm * 
~:E- sadistic-I really like shaking them up. I like to watch them un-learn * 
*' things. I Ii~e ~o _~atch them strL!.9g1e,- l~e Ja~llt bjgber:-Ie-'lel co~r:se_s ~.£ - - -

- - - ofalrEnghsti majors, and they know what you want already. ThiS way 7", 

~:E- I get people standing up in class because I pushed the wrong button. ~:E-
, That's interesting because I can really do something with that-it be- • 
~~ comes a really public moment; it becomes really volatile. I tell my stu- ~;E
~:E- dents at the beginning that people need to be treated with respect in ~:E
~t.l. the class regardless of opinion, and we learn how to do that. I think ~tL 
7(' 101 is that kind of place. We can do anything in there. 7(' 

!!! The other thing I've tried to do is incorporate some of the research I'm !!! 
7.~ doing: Postcolonial ism, nation, gender, things like that. Just to say 71' 

* * ******************** 
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******************** ~~ that there is academic, scholarly work being done in these areas. ~~ 
~.£ And they mayor may not inform your reading, use them how you will. ~.£ 
'" And it's good because, of you can talk about something at a level that '" 

~:E- a first-year student can understand, then you yourself must really ~~ 
~~ grasp it. ~~ 

~:E- I think it's a useful part of a teaching load. It's useful, even neces- ~~ 
~fL sary, to teach it occasionally because it forces you to talk to people ~.£ 
F that aren't coming from the same place as you. English majors see 7f' 
~~ the importance of it, whereas most 101 students are resistant. So ~~ 
~f£ you're having to justify to them and to yourself why you're doing this ~f£ 

'f' and why it matters. f' 

* * ::JJ.f£ I think scholars and academics don't talk to the public enough, and ::JJ.f£ 
7f' this is one way in which we can do that. I believe scholars are in 7f' 
~~ some sense public intellectuals, and we have a responsibility to be ~~ 
• that, to be in the public arena and talk about why what we do matters. • 

~:E- And students who aren't English students and often really dislike be- ~~ 
~~ ing there are part of that public. And often they're more typical of the ~~ 

ll. public than people who do know why they're there. It helps to keep l£ 
~f' you honest. You can't fall back into accepted patterns of thinking be- ~f' 
~~ cause they don't accept them. You have to force yourself to come at * 
::JJ.tl. things in different directions and think of them in new ways that work ::JJ.tl. 
7f' for most people who aren't English people. 7f' 

~~ And if they aren't going to go into English, even more important to ~~ 
~:E- teach them the necessity, the value of language. Although they're not ~f' 
~.E- going to be majors, they're going to be using language, whatever it is ~~ 
~f£ that they're going to go into. And that's our challenge and our job, to ::JJ.f£ 
7f' show them that whatever they do, language is central. 7f' 

* * * * * * ******************** 
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~~ ~~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~E- ~E- ~~ ~~ ;..;" ;E- ~~ * Politics in the classroom? ~,E-

~:E- [Y]ou can teach them how to think critically and read critically, and * 
~:E- that is important not only for the sake of being able to appreciate lit- * 
~.£ erature, but much more for being able to function as a citizen. I think * 
~ that especially in a university that's becoming increasingly corpora-
~~ tized, that is turning people into clients, it's important to start thinking ~:E
~.£ of people as citizens. It's a scary though that it's happening so subtly, ~tL 
~ that people are being taught to be clients and consumers and we " 
~~ aren't even aware of it. That's why I think 101 can be important. * 
~~ I think literature is a political place. A lot of people don't. Some peo- *' 
~:E- pie would say I make the literature subsidiary to the real world. But if ~~ 
~:E- I can't teach it politically, I don't want to teach it. ~~ 

~~ I want my students to have power. If they don't have it through lan- ~:E-* guage, it will be exercised upon them. They have to be able to read ~t£ 
between the lines. When [Ontario Premier) Mike Harris said, "We 7(' * don't need any more deep thinkers," oh well. I'd actually be deeply ~~ * suspicious of any politician that wanted an electorate that couldn't ~.£ 
think, and couldn't read discourse. That's what I want my students to 7ro. 

~:E- have. I think that language is how our society exercises power. I * 
ll. mean we call it knowledge-we're in the "information~g~lJJ:igbt?-blJ1 * __ _ 

- - - -~~ u1ttmatety, -RnoWJedgEfislrrelevantunless you're actually communicat-
~~ ing it. And it's through language that we communicate it. I think re- ~:E-
~tL search is the first step, but you don't know what you've found until ~, 
7(' you've read it critically and whose bias produced it, what agenda pro- 'ro. * duced it, and once you've found it, what are you going to do with it? * 
~~ I do think our work is political, but I try to make it such that they come * 
~:E- to their own conclusions. ~~ 

* I teach them how to be disobedient. I teach them how to think outside * 
*' * ******************** 
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******************** ~:E- the box, and how to break the rules while staying within the system. I ~:E-
~t£ think of it as disorderly order. I teach them to question everything, es- ~t£ 
'''' pecially me. That they should question everything, the parameters of '" 

~:E- assignments, the philosophy behind the texts we read. They learn ~~ 
~.E- very quickly. ~:E- _ 
~~ I think anarchy is the whole essence of a liberal education. To teach ~~ 

* them to be critical thinkers is to teach them to be good citizens of the ~tL 
world. We're teaching them how to listen, I think, how to listen, how '" 

~tE- to question, how to hear subtext, how to hear bias, how to hear lan- ~tE-
~" guage and really hear the subtleties of what language says. It's an ~" 
I" active kind of listening. It's a real-world involvement. I" 

~~ I now have classes where I say, uJust listen to this; this is an incredi- ~~ 
~'" ble poem. Let's not analyse it; let's just listen to the language in this ~tE-
~tE- poem." I think it's essential. But at the same time, I want people to ~tE-
ll. be aware that beauty is the result of possibly privilege, of social and k. 

~'" political tensions underlying the text. It's not limited to English 1 01, ~'" 
~~ these discussions. I think it's essential that we be activists for social ~~ 
~" change. The appreciation of beauty is meaningless if we aren't aware ~tL 
'I' of the social conditions in which future generations will be able to ap- ,'" 
~~ preciate it as well. ~~ 

~~ Writing in 1 01 ~~ 
!!! Learning how to think is of course very important, but until they can !!! 
,'" get their ideas down on paper in a fashion that communicates them, I 'f" 
~~ don't care how good their thoughts are, they can't change the world. I ~tE
~t£ often use the example of writing a letter to my bank manager when I'd ~t.£ 
,'" been turned down for a line of credit. You can change the world in ,'" 
~tE- ways that matter to you materially. And I'm not sure that our 17-year- ~~ 
~tE- old students realize how important it is. ~:E-

~~ ~~ 

******************** 
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******************** ~:E- Writing is also the reason most of them want to take an English ~:E-
~.£ course, if you ask them. Because that's what they see as having a ~'L 
I" use. I think what they don't realize, and this is where we're subver- r-
~~ sive, and where we're really important, is that we have the gift of ~:E-
~~(: teaching them critical thinking. And that comes in the reading as well ~tL. 

I as the writing. They maybe don't see that very clearly. But that is my t" 
~~ very real goal. I don't think that you can separate writing and critical ~:E
~IL. thinking. Once you have a critical thinker, you have a writer. He may ~.£ 
t" not be a good writer, but they're a writer. " 

* * ~:E- I mprovement ~:E-

~:E- The more confident I get as a teacher, the wilder I get in terms of ~:E-
~.£ drawing in other kinds of influences. It keeps it interesting. They ~'L 
'" have a different kind of literacy from what we had when we were their 7r
~~ age. This is the PlayStation generation. They're much better with a ~:E
~~ variety of ways of expressing themselves than we are. ~:E-

~:E- It's about finding ways to get them to engage with the material that is ~~ 
• relevant to them. And that might not be out preferred mode of en- • 
~~ gagement. But that's what's so exciting about literature, its relevance * 
~:E- to life. It informs everything. It all depends on how you define culture. ~:E
~:E- They all love culture. It just might not be the culture that we prefer. ~~ 

~~ A professor told me when I started teaching, that if you were a good * 
~IL. teacher you were going to fail a lot of the time, because of the risks ~.£ 
7t" you are taking. And I always keep that in mind. That's been a great 71'" 

~:E- comfort to me. * 
~:E- *"Instructors vary" is a quotation from the description of English 101 in ~:E
~:E- the University of Alberta Department of English "Blue Book" or guide ~:E-
~~ to undergraduate English courses. ~~ 

~:E- ~:E-

******************** 
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May 9,2001 
Dear Colleagues: 

I am writing to invite you to submit papers presented at our Conference in 
Quebec City to English Studies in Canada. ESC has been sponsored by AC
CUTE since 1974 and is a respected scholarly journal with an international 
readership. ESC is eager to review all well-written, thoughtful papers. All top
ics, all approaches are welcome. 

Submissions should be revised as necessary for publication and prepared for 
anonymous evaluation. They should conform to the MLA style conventions, 
with a list of works cited and with endnotes if necessary. 

Further details on how to submit can be found on the inside front cover of the 
most recent issue of ESC. 

Please send three copies of your paper to: 
English Studies in Canada 
Department of English 
Carleton University 
1125 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, ON K1 S 5B6 

If you have questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact Mary Jane 
Edwards or me. 

Yours sincerely 
Arnd Bohm 
Managing Editor, ESC 



--------------~----I" 
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The ACCUTE executive is calling for applications 
for an editor for English Studies in Canada. 

The editor oversees all aspects of the journal's operation: pro
ducing four issues per year, managing the budget, providing li
aison with the Editorial Advisory Board and the ACCUTE ex
ecutive, writing grants as appropriate. Stable, ongoing support 
from the host university is essential: office space, phone lines, 
university accounts, student assistants, computers, secretarial 
help, and release time. 

The current five-year term ends with the completion of the 
2002 volume of the journal. Applications are due to the AC
CUTE office by 31 October 2001 and must include a statement 
of editorial purpose as well as evidence of commitment from 
the host university. 

Results of the application process will be announced in winter 
of 2002 and voted upon at the AGM in May of 2002. The new 
and current teams will then work together with the ACCUTE 
executive to make the transition so that the new team can for
mally begin operation of the journal on or about 1 January 
2003. 

Potential applicants are welcome to consult the present editorial 
team. As well, contact the ACCUTE office for further details: 
accute@nickel.1aurentian.ca ' 
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Member-Organized Sessions for the 2002 ACCUTE 
Conference, University of Toronto 

Members who would like to propose member-organized sessions for the 
2002 conference at the University of Toronto are reminded that announce
ments for such sessions must appear in the September Newsletter. An
nouncements must therefore be sent to the ACCUTE office 
(accute@nickel.laurentian.ca) by August 15, 2001. 

Organizers should ask that three copies of papers and proposals, accom
panied by three copies of a 100-word abstract and a 50-word bio
biographical note, be sent to them by November 15, 2001. An email or 
disc copy of the should also be submitted. 

Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate 
the originality or scholarly significance of the proposed paper, the line of 
argument, the principal texts the paper will speak to, and the relation of the 
paper to existing scholarship on the topic. A work cited should also be in
cluded. 

Completed papers should fulfill these criteria, and should be no longer 
than 12-13 double-spaced pages. Session organizers should forward all 
submissions received, including electronic versions, along with a list of 
their selections and an explanation of their choices, to the ACCUTE office 
no later than December 7,2001. 

Please note: Members organizing sessions are not permitted to sub
mit to their own sessions since the member acts as the first reader 
for the session submissions. 

All member-organized sessions are then read by an independent assessor 
and the ACCUTE President. After the vetting process is complete, It is 
the duty of the organizers of the sessions to notify those who re
sponded to the calls If their papers have been accepted or not. 
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-------------------------------------------------------------, 
CALLS FOR PAPERS 

Postcolonialism and Pedagogy: Canadian Literatures in the Classroom 
May 2002, University of Ottawa 

Current theoretical debates have had an enormous impact on the changing ways Ca
nadian literatures are being discussed and written about in the academy. They have 
also had a marked impact on the ways we approach the teaching of Canadian litera
ture in university courses. This conference will consider how discussions of post
colonialism have influenced approaches to teaching Canadian literatures, from the 
historical beginnings of the discipline to the present day. It will engage with a range 
of factors, from practical discussions related to specific texts, to more theoretical dis
cussions about pedagogical practice as it intersects with issues of nationalism, iden
tity, and postcoloniality. Paper proposals are welcome on any issue related to the 
teaching of Canadian literature-from a focus on specific texts, to audio-visual or in
teractive presentations, to discussion forums or workshops, to historical papers, to 
theoretical considerations. 

Questions that might be considered include: How do issues of nationalism and the 
role of education intersect? What historical narratives inform our pedagogical prac
tices? How has postcolonialism changed the practice of teaching Canadian litera
tures? How does one merge theory and literature in classroom discussions? What 
strategies do we adopt for teaching Canadian literature and why? What pedagogicaL . 
methods. wOfk-besHn-engaging-students-with- issues or Canaoiantiferature and/or -
postcoloniality? How do discussions of postcolonialism influence the ways one 
teaches early Canadian literatures? comparative Canadian literature? First Nations 
writing? .. or the ways one approaches particular genres: Canadian children's litera
ture, for example, or Canadian drama? What role do Canadian literature anthologies 
and textbooks play in pedagogical practice? Does the mixed constituency of the 
classroom influence the ways one approaches certain text/subjects, and if so, how? 
Does the use of extra-literary material contribute to these discussions? In what ways 
is gender/race an important part of these issues? What are some of the issues in
volved in teaching Canadian literature abroad? Does the teaching of Canadian litera
tures influence notions of disciplinarity? What role does Canadian literature play in 
World Literature or Postcolonial Literature courses? Has the discourse of postcolo-
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nialism led to an entrenchment in the ways Canadian literature is taught? Papers may 
be of a theoretical or practical nature, focussed on individual texts or on wider
ranging issues and concerns. Workshops and/or audio-visual presentations are wel
come. 

Deadline for proposals: 10 September 2001 

Send 250-500 word proposals to: 
Cynthia Sugars 
Dept. of English 
70 Laurier Ave. East 
University of Ottawa 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIN 6N5 Canada 

email: csugars@uottawa.ca 
FAX: (613) 562-5990 

*** CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT *** 

The Humanities Computing Curriculum / The Computing Curriculum in the Arts and 
Humanities 

November 9-10, 2001 
Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada 

http://web.mala.bc.calsiemensrIHCCurriculuml 

Conference Host: Arts and Humanities, Malaspina University-College 

Conference Sponsors: 
Arts and Humanities, MFA PD Ctte, Malaspina Research Fund, Malaspina U-C 
Humanities Computing and Media Centre, U Victoria 
Canadian Institute for Research Computing in the Arts, MA Program in 
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Humanities Computing, U Alberta 
Humanities Computing Centre, School of the Arts, Humanities, McMaster U 
Consortium for Computers in the Humanities / Consortium pour ordinateurs en 
sciences humaines 

Conference Description 

For the purpose of our teaching, is there an accepted set 'of tools and techniques, and 
a unique and related collection of theories having a commonly-understood applica
tion, that are associated with the (inter)discipline of humanities computing? In other 
words, is there a humanities computing curriculum, a curriculum that appropriately 
treats the role of the computer, today, in the context of the centuries-old tradition of 
the arts and humanities? 

What must be considered when designing and implementing courses that bring the 
computer to the arts and humanities, courses in humanities computing? Can such 
courses discover and survey the influence of computing technology, broadly con
strued, in the arts? Must courses in humanities computing reflect the tradition of the 
computing humanist? Should they embrace all current applications of computing in 
the humanities? Can textual description and markup, cybercultural studies, text 
analysis, and (multi)media theory and practice, etc., co-exist? What are others in the 
field bringing to their classrooms and to their programs that have humanities comput
ing components? Such are the questions that many face as they and their institutions 
formulate, for the first time, new academic courses and programs that seek to apply 
computing to established arts and humanities curricula. 

Led by expert practitioners in the field of humanities computing, through a number 
of papers, sessions, poster presentations, and seminars this conference will address 
the broad range of issues involved in integrating computing practice in the teaching 
of the arts and humanities -- from developing a single course in a particular discipline 
to the development of an entire curriculum. 

Invited speakers include: 

* Willard McCarty (King's College, London) 
* John Unsworth (U Virginia) 
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'" Susan Hockey (University College, London) 
'" Nancy Ide (Vassar College) 

Registration, Accommodation, and Travel 

Registration for The Humanities Computing Curriculum / The Computing Curricu
lum in the Arts and Humanities will begin in August 2001, and will be facilitated via 
this website. 

Details relating to travel and accommodation will be available soon. 

Malaspina University-College is located in Nanaimo, British Columbia, on the beau
tiful east coast of Canada's Vancouver Island. It is easily accessible via direct air and 
sea-ferry service from Vancouver, as well as by connections from Victoria and Seat
tle. 

Conference Advisory Board: 

'" Ray Siemens (Chair) 
English, Malaspina University-College, Nanaimo, BC, Canada. V9R 5S5. E-mail: 
siemensr@mala.bc.ca. Phone: (250) 753-3245, x2046. Fax: (250) 741-2667. 
'" Peter Liddell 
Director, Humanities Computing and Media Centre, U Victoria 
'" Terry Butler 
Director, Arts Technologies for Learning Centre, U Alberta 
'" Geoffrey Rockwell 
Director, Humanities Computing Centre, McMaster U 

"'''''''***'''**'''''''''***'''*'''*'''*****'''***'''***********'''**'''*'''''''''****'''*"'**"'********* 

The Association for Canadian Jewish Studies 

The Association for Canadian Jewish Studies, in conjunction with ACCUTE, is so
liciting papers for a joint panel to be held at the Congress of the Social Sciences and 
Humanities 2002, University of Toronto /Ryerson University. Papers that address 
any aspect and/or genre of Canadian Jewish writing - poetry, prose, drama, literary 
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journalism - are welcome. We are interested especially in papers that consider the 
shifting quality of "Canadian Jewishness" as it has been articulated in writing of the 
twentieth century. Papers that address representations of the Jew and Jewish culture 
in works by Canadian writers are also welcome. 

Please send a 300-word abstract (as well as a 50-word biography) by 15 November 
2001 to: 
Professor Ruth Panofsky 
Department of English 
Ryerson University 
350 Victoria Street 
Toronto, ON M5B 2K3 
panofsky@ryerson.ca 

Submissions via email are acceptable. 
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Mosaic, a journal for the interdisciplinary study of literature 

Submissions are invited for two special issues of Mosaic, a journal for the interdisciplinary 
study ofliterature 

.:. Architecture and Literature (deadline: August 31,2001) 

Architecture and Literature - Mosaic invites essays that explore contemporary interrela
tions of Architecture and Literature. Essays may be theoretical and/or concerned with spe
cific literary or architectural works. The use of graphics or illustrations is encouraged where 
appropriate. We are interested in such topics as domestication, institutionalization, explora
tions in space and time, ruin, monument and ornament, memory, translation, city, surface, 
place, metaphor, image and figure, death, body, sexuality and gender, writing, and incorpo
ration. 

Mosaic also invites provocative interdisciplinary submissions for general issues on topics 
such as postcolonial literatures and the idea of community, travel writing, the interrelations 
of literature and film, literature and photography, the archive, the literary signature, and the 
poetics of space. We also invite essays for an upcoming issue on the interdisciplinarity of 
Canadian literature and literary theory. 

Please send 3 double-spaced hard copies of your essay including works cited and 3 copies of 
a 60-word abstract. Essays should be approximately 6500 words or 20 pages in length. Send 
a diskette (Word or WordPerfect) containing both essay and abstract. Do not put your name/ 
address on either the essay or the abstract. Enclose a cover letter stating that the essay has 
not been previously published and is not being considered in another journal or medium. If 
your essay will include illustrations, please attach photocopies to your submission. 

For a complete list of detailed submission requirements please visit our website at: http:// 
www.umanitoba.ca/publications/mosaic/. Address inquiries and submissions to the editor: 

Dr. Dawne McCance 
MosaiC, a journal for the interdisciplinary study of literature 
The University of Manitoba, 208 Tier Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA 
R3T 2N2 
Phone: (204) 474-9763 
Fax: (204) 474-7584 
Email: mosaicjournal@umanitoba.ca 



MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
EIGHT-MONTH, FOUR-MONTH 

AND 
PER-COURSE APPOINTMENTS IN ENGLISH 

Subject to budgetary restrictions, the Department of English Language 
and Literature may offer a number of four-month and eight-month 
contracts (ph.D.) and appoint a number of per-course instructors (M. 
A. in appropriate discipline) commencing Fall Semester 2001 to 
teach first-year introductory literature courses with emphasis on com
position, to teach English as a second language, to teach Modern Eng
lish syntax and/or phonology, or to teach the Physical Stage. Letters 
of application, a curriculum vitae, official transcripts, a teaching dos
sier and the names of three referees should be submitted to the Head 
of the Department: 

Dr. G.P. Jones, Head 
Department of English Language and Literature 

Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, Newfoundland 

A1C 5S7 

Consideration of applications will commence July 2, 2001 and will 
continue until all positions are filled. 

Memorial University is committed to employment equity and encour
ages applications from qualified women and men, visible minorities, 
aboriginal people and persons with disabilities. In accordance with 
Canadian immigration requirements, this advertisement is directed to 
Canadian citizens and permanent residents of Canada. 
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News of Members 

Norman Ravvin has published Hidden Canada: An Intimate Trave
logue (Red Deer Press). This collection of essays makes use of inter
views, research, travel, and photography to recover the history and char
acter of such sites as Kahnawake, downtown Calgary, the African
Canadian Heritage Tour, southern Saskatchewan, and Trinity, New
foundland, among others. Literary narratives inform the essay on Mal
colm Lowry's Dollarton. 
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[ 
Shannon Hengen, President 
English Dept., Laurentian University 
Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6 
(705) 675-1151 ext. 4343 
shengen@nickel.1aurentian.ca 

Nell Besner, President Elect 
English Dept., University of Winnipeg 
515 Portage Ave. 
Winrupeg, MB R3B 2E9 
neil. besner@uwinnipeg.ca 

Marilyn Orr, Secretary-Treasurer 
English Dept., Laurentian University 
Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6 
(705) 675-1151 ext. 4348 
morr@nickel.!aurentian.ca 

Mary L Grlmn, Member at Large (Outgoing) 
English Dept., Kwantlen University College 
Surrey, BC V3W 2M8 
(604) 599-2187 
marylgrifftn@home.com 

Mawna Jones, Member at Large 
English Dept., University of Western Ontario 
London, ON N6A 3L 7 
(519) 679-2111 ext. 5783 
mjones@julian.uwo.ca 

Ron Tetreault, Member at Large (Outgoing) 
English Dept., Dalhousie University 
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 
(902) 885-1211 ext. 2759 
tetro@is.dal.ca 

Miriam Nichols, Member at Large (Incoming) 
English Dept., University College of the Fraser Valley 
33844 King Road 
Abbotsford, BC V2S 4N2 
604853-7441 
mfaith 1738@home.com 

Steven Bruhm, Member at Large (Incoming) 
Dept. ofEnglish, Mount st. Vincent University 
Halifax, NS B3M 2J6 
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(902)457-6179 
steven. brulun@Jl!Svu.ca 

Noreen Golfman, Representative to the HSSFC 
English Dept., Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, NF AIC 5S7 
(709) 737-4405 
ngolfinan@mun.ca 

David McNeil, ChairofCACE (Outgoing) 
English Dept., Dalhousie University 
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 
(902)494-3411 
dmcneil@is.dal.ca 

Keith Wilson, Chair of CACE (Incoming) 
English Dept., University of Ottawa 
70 Laurier Ave. 
Ottawa, ON KIN 6N5 
(613) 562-5770 
kgwilson@uottawa.ca 

Anne Bailey, Sessional Rep 
English Dept., University of Western Ontario 
London, ON N6A 3L 7 
(519) 661-3404 
abai1ey@juli81l.uwo.ca 

Stephen Ross, Graduate Student Rep (Outgoing) 
English Dept., Queen's University 
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 
6sar@glink.gueensu.ca 

~erry Doyle, Graduate Student Rep (Incoming) 
English Dept., Memorial University of Newfoundland 
st. John's, NF AIC 5S7 . 
(709) 737-4405 
f43md@morgan.ucs.mun.ca 

Mary Jane Edwards, Editor of ESC 
English Dept., Carleton University 
1125 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, ON KIS 5B6 
(613) 520-2600 ext. 2367 
mjedward@ccs.carleton.ca 
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Benefits of Membership 

As an ACCUTE member, you gain: 

o a political voice in a nationally recognized society (the 
largest humanities association in Canada) 

o membership in the Humanities and Social Sciences Fed
eration of Canada (HSSFC), which funds our scholarly 
journals and lobbies on our behalf to SSHRC and Ottawa 

o access to the annual conference 
o eligibility for travel assistance to present at the confer

ence 
o a subscription to the quarterly ACCUTE Newsletter, 

which features articles about current issues, scholarly 
and professional concerns, exchanges of opinion, key an
nouncements, calls for papers, and news of members 

o a subscription to the quarterly journal English Studies in 
Canada 

o access to ACCUTE's website resources, which include a 
listing of academic employment opportunities in Canada 

o access to ACCUTE's on-line discussion group, a forum 
that encourages discussions on a variety of issues rele
vant to college and university English instruction and re
search 

o a copy of the biennual ACCUTE membership Directory 



~-------------------------------------------
Additional Information 

To Be Completed by Those Applying for Household Memberships 

Second Householder's Name: -------------------------------o Renewal 0 New Member 

Institution: ----------------------------------------Delivery Address: ___________________________________ _ 
--:-__ -:-~:-:------------ Postal Code: _________________ _ 
Phone (work): ______ ---=:---:-:- (home): ________ _ 
Fax: Email: --------------

Professional Designation: 0 Professor 0 Associate Professor 0 Assistant Professor 
o College Professor 0 Graduate Student 0 Sessional 0 Retired Faculty 
o Other (Please specify): ____________ _ 

Main Area of Specialization: ___________________________ _ 
Additional Areas: ___________________________________ _ 
Authors: -------------------------------------Languages: ______________________________________ ___ 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? 0 
Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTEsessionals discussion group? 0 

Please detach and send to: 
Marilyn Orr 
Secretary -Treasw'er 
ACCUTE, Department of English 
Laurentian University 
Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6 

-------------------------------------------~ 



~-------------------------------------------, 
ACCUTE 2001-2002 Membership Form 

Member's Name: ------------------------------------o Renewal 0 New Member 

Institution: -------------------------------------------Delivery Address: ________________________________________ _ 
Postal Code: ---------------------------- ----------------Phone (work): ________________ (home): __________________ _ 

Fax: Email: --------------------------

Professional Designation: 0 Professor 0 Associate Professor 0 Assistant 
Professor D College Professor 0 Graduate Student D Sessional 
o Retired Faculty 0 Other (Please specify) : 

Main Area of Specialization: ____________________ _ 
Additional Areas: ---------------------------------
Authors: -----------------------------------Languages: ______________________________ ___ 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? D 
Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTEsessionals discussion group? 0 

I enclose: 
o The regular membership fee of $80 
o A $5 donation to be dh'ected to the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation 
of Canada 
D The reduced membership fee of $40 (sessionals, palt-time facuity, graduate students, 
retired faculty, underwaged) 
D The household membership fee of$130 (two memberships, one subscription to 
ESC) . Please also complete the form on the reverse, 
D The three-year membership fee (2001-2004) of $205 

~-------------------------------------------~ 


